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a b s t r a c t
Interpenetrating Al2 O3 /Al composites were created by liquid-metal inﬁltration of 3D periodic ceramic
preforms with face-centered-tetragonal symmetry produced by direct-write assembly. Volume-averaged
lattice strains in the ceramic phase of the composite were measured by synchrotron X-ray diffraction for
various levels of uniaxial compression stresses. Load transfer is found to occur from the metal phase to the
ceramic phase, and the magnitude of the effect is in general agreement with simple rule-of-mixtures models. Spatially resolved diffraction measurements show variations in load transfer at two different positions
within the composite for the elastic- and damage-deformation regimes, the latter being observed using
phase-enhanced synchrotron imaging. The mechanical behavior of these interpenetrating Al2 O3 /Al composites with face-centered-tetragonal symmetry are compared with previous interpenetrating Al2 O3 /Al
composites with simple-tetragonal symmetry.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Unlike many metal matrix composites (MMCs), which consist of
discrete isolated ﬁbers or particles within a metal matrix, ceramicmetal interpenetrating phase composites (IPCs) consist of two
co-continuous and percolating ceramic and metal phases. IPCs have
been shown to be advantageous over traditional MMCs [1–3] and
show higher toughness than pure ceramics, as exempliﬁed by cermets (e.g., WC–Co) with high-metal content [4–7]. Many processes
exist to create light-weight Al2 O3 –Al IPCs, e.g., inﬁltration of porous
Al2 O3 preforms [2,8–11], reactive metal penetration [12,13], and
displacement reactions [3,14]. Unlike the latter composites where
both phases are randomly distributed in space, Al2 O3 –Al IPCs with
periodic three-dimensional (3D) architectures can be produced by
liquid-metal inﬁltration of 3D periodic ceramic preforms created by
direct-ink writing, e.g., by using robocasting which has the capability to create structures with spanning (unsupported) features
[15,16].
In a recent publication [17], we used synchrotron X-ray diffraction to measure internal strains developed during compressive
deformation of interpenetrating Al2 O3 –Al IPCs where the 3D periodic ceramic preform has simple-tetragonal (ST) symmetry. The
extent of load transfer between the metal and ceramic phases was

examined and simple analytical predictions based on the rule-ofmixtures model were found to be in general agreement with the
experimental data. Here, we extend this study to Al2 O3 –Al IPCs
where the 3D periodic ceramic preform exhibits face-centeredtetragonal (FCT) symmetry, to explore the effects of ceramic
preform geometry on the mechanical properties and load transfer
within these composites.
Another goal of the present study is to image the damage
within these IPC composites. Due to the spatial coherency of x-ray
beams from third generation synchrotron radiation sources, radiographic phase contrast imaging can obtain resolutions near 1 m
[18–20]. Phase contrast micro-radiography and high resolution
micro-tomography have been used to nondestructively investigate
many materials, especially within the ﬁeld of biology and medicine
[21–25], and speciﬁcally to study damage evolution in metal matrix
composites (e.g., Al–SiCp/f [18], Al–SiCf [3], Al–SiCp [26,27], Ti–SiCf
[28–31]), Here, we report on FCT symmetry preforms and the
resulting inﬁltrated IPCs examined before and after compressive
deformation by phase-contrast, edge-enhanced synchrotron X-ray
imaging to examine their fracture modes.
2. Experimental procedures
2.1. Materials
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Similar to 3D ceramic preforms with simple-tetragonal (ST)
symmetry described in Ref. [17], ceramic preforms with a
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Fig. 1. Idealized 3D schematics of ceramic preform with face-centered-tetragonal
symmetry. The metal phase (not shown) ﬁlls the space between the ceramic rods
(diameter ∼250 m) and forms a skin (∼100 m deep) around the preform. The
black arrow forming a 22◦ angle with the face corresponds to the beam used for
3 mm measurements, with the area rastered shown as the black line. The two white
arrows perpendicular to the face show the X-ray beam (150 m × 150 m) for spatially resolved measurements at positions (A) and (B). The corresponding beam path
is illustrated with dashed line at the top of the preform, showing that position (A)
samples a ceramic rod (consisting of both column and span regions) while position
(B) samples a single ceramic hairpin (as well as metal).
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Fig. 2. Representative X-ray diffraction pattern (quarter of image plate) of composite
F-7075 for an average bulk measurement. All full diffraction rings were identiﬁed
and assigned to CeO2 , Al2 O3 or ZrO2 , while the Al rings were spotty and incomplete.
For clarity, only some of the rings are labeled here. Sample-to-camera distance for
this diffraction pattern was 1.220 m. Strains e11 and e22 are measured in the direction
shown.

with a square cross-sectional ﬁeld of view of 2 mm × 2 mm. Images
were recorded using a CCD camera, positioned far enough (about
0.7 m) from the sample to allow for phase propagation (phaseenhanced imaging) [18].
2.3. Synchrotron X-ray diffraction measurements

regular 0/90◦

architecture were produced by direct-write assembly
of a colloidal gel-based Al2 O3 ink (with 5 vol.% ZrO2 as a sintering
aid). Fig. 1 shows an idealized 3D schematic of a sintered ceramic
preform with face-centered-tetragonal (FCT) symmetry. These preforms were created by using a four-layer repeat pattern, where the
third and fourth layers are identical to the ﬁrst two layers, but are
shifted over by one half period. After fabrication, the processing of
the FCT symmetry preforms was identical to that of ST symmetry
preforms in Ref. [17], resulting in a ﬁnal rod diameter of approximately 250 m in the densiﬁed structures with nominal preform
dimensions of 5 mm × 5 mm × 10 mm.
Sintered ceramic preforms were gas-pressure, liquid-metal
inﬁltrated with either 99.99% pure aluminum or Al 7075 alloy
(Al–5.6Zn–2.5Mg–1.6Cu–0.23Cr, in wt.%) as described in detail
in Ref. [17]. The composites were machined into cuboids with
two approximate dimensions (4.5 mm × 4.5 mm × 9.9 mm and
5.2 mm × 5.2 mm × 9.9 mm). In the case of the smaller specimens,
all excess aluminum was machined from the exterior, leaving the
edges of the ceramic preform exposed. By contrast, the larger specimens were machined in such a way to retain a ∼0.5 mm thick metal
outer layer around the ceramic preform. The pure aluminum matrix
composites were annealed for 2 h at 350 ◦ C and air cooled. The Al
7075 alloy matrix composites were homogenized for 1 h at 490 ◦ C,
water quenched, aged for 24 h at 120 ◦ C, and then water quenched
again, corresponding to a T6 heat-treatment.
2.2. Synchrotron X-ray imaging measurements
Ceramic preforms and pre- and post-compression composites of both symmetries were imaged at the 1-ID beam line of
the Advanced Photon Source (Argonne National Laboratory, IL).
The composites were positioned with their vertical faces perpendicular/parallel (0/90◦ ) to the beam. Radiographic images were
collected using a monochromatic 81 keV ( = 0.015 nm) X-ray beam

As described in detail in Ref. [17], high-energy X-ray diffraction measurements were collected at the 1-ID and 11-ID beam
lines of the Advanced Photon Source using a monochromatic
81 keV ( = 0.015 nm) or 93 keV ( = 0.013 nm) X-ray beam for 60 s.
The incident X-ray beam in diffraction mode generally had a
square cross-section with a size of 150 m × 150 m. Complete
Debye–Scherrer diffraction rings originating from the diffraction volumes were recorded using an image plate (MAR345) as
described in Ref. [17]. The sample-to-camera distance was 1.220
or 2.100 m. A typical diffraction pattern for the former sampleto-camera distance is shown in Fig. 2. As described in Ref. [17],
additional calibration diffraction cones are produced from a paste
composed of vacuum grease and pure ceria (CeO2 ) powder. All
phases present are ﬁne grained and polycrystalline (leading to very
ﬁne diffraction rings) except for the Al phase, which is very coarse
grained (due to the casting method) and thus produces spotty
diffraction rings, which cannot be used for strain measurements.
As described in detail in Ref. [32], the programs FIT2D [33,34] and
MATLAB [35] are used to determine lattice strains from distortions
of the diffraction rings of the Al2 O3 and ZrO2 phases.
The two larger composites with Al outer layer (labeled F-Al for
pure Al matrix and F-7075 for the alloy matrix, where “F” stands for
“face-centered-tetragonal”) were subjected to uniaxial compressive loading and unloading with ∼15 MPa stress increments. The
third, smaller specimen without Al outer layer (labeled F-Al(R),
where “R” stands for “spatially resolved”) was used to carry out spatially resolved measurements. These in situ uniaxial compressive
experiments were performed using a small, custom-built, screwdriven loading system. The general setup for these experiments
has been described previously [17,32,36–43]. As described in detail
in Ref. [17], spatially resolved and average bulk synchrotron X-ray
diffraction measurements were collected at each stress level. For
spatially resolved measurements, two positions (A and B) are studied, as shown in Figs. 1 and 3: (i) along a horizontal ceramic rod (A)
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Fig. 3. X-ray phase-enhanced radiograph of middle section of ceramic preform
with face-centered-tetragonal symmetry (projection perpendicular to the 3 direction). The rod diameter is about 250 m. The black boxes indicate beam size
(150 m × 150 m) and position of spatially resolved measurements for positions
(A) along a ceramic rod and (B) between two rods, sampling metal phase and a single ceramic “hairpin” connecting two adjacent rods at the edge of the composite. A
column, connected with 6 horizontal strut series, is highlighted.

and (ii) between ceramic rods, along a matrix horizontal channel
(B).
3. Results
3.1. Microstructure
As for the IPCs with ST symmetry studied in Ref. [17], the
Al2 O3 volume fractions of the three present composites with FCT
symmetry range from 50 to 56%, as determined from density measurements by He pycnometry. Like the ST symmetry preforms in
Ref. [17], good alignment of the layers and good spacing between
horizontal columns, except near the sample edges, are observed in
FCT symmetry preforms, as shown in the X-ray phase-enhanced
radiograph in Fig. 3.
3.2. Phase-contrast, edge-enhanced imaging
Fig. 4A and B shows X-ray phase-enhanced images of a FCT symmetry composite F-Al(R) after compression testing up to failure,
which occurred at 250 MPa; this value is much lower than measured
previously on similar ST symmetry composites (700 MPa [16] and
up to 330 MPa without failure [17]). Although not shown here, X-ray
phase-enhanced images of ST symmetry composites were also collected after compression testing. No large-scale fracture occurred
in ST symmetry composites; however, some microscopic fracture
events were observed within the ceramic phase.
During compression testing, ST-symmetry and FCT-symmetry
composites experience different localized loading conﬁgurations
at the strut and column level, due to differing geometries. For ST
symmetry composites, the columns experience near uniaxial compression while the horizontal struts (spans) experience a more
complex state of stress, dictated by load transfer from the surrounding ceramic columns and metallic matrix. These spans tend to
fracture with the plane of fracture parallel or nearly parallel to the
loading direction (1-axis). For the FCT symmetry composites studied here, spans experience loading from the surrounding ceramic
phase similar to 3-point bend testing as observed in the close-up
image in Fig. 4B and, like the ST symmetry composites, fracture
occurs typically with the plane of fracture parallel or nearly parallel
to the loading direction (1-axis).
Fracture of the ceramic preform within the composite can be
seen as a combination of vertical and off-axis cracks occurring along
a span between two horizontal rods for the FCT symmetry composites. The location of the cracks is predominately near the edges of
the composite where Al is less constrained leading to Al2 O3 damage

Fig. 4. X-ray phase-contrast, edge-enhanced images of half of an entire composite
with FCT symmetry (F-7075) illustrating (A) large-scale fracture behavior and (B)
a detailed view of microscopic fracture behavior. The complete image of the composite is a mosaic of individual radiographic images (∼(1–2) mm × (1–2) mm). The
white box shows a detailed view of X-ray phase-contrast, edge-enhanced images
illustrating typical microscopic crack behavior for FCT symmetry composites. The
vertical and nearly white vertical lines correspond to fractures within the ceramic
phase.

and lateral displacement, visible as column fragments jutting out of
the sample’s lateral sides as illustrated in the larger image (Fig. 4A).
Although presumably cracking in the Al metal phase occurs, it was
not observed in the X-ray radiographic images.
3.3. Synchrotron diffraction strain measurements
3.3.1. Commonality among samples
Commonalities among three ST symmetry Al–Al2 O3 composites (S-Al, S-7075, and S-Al(R)) have been described in Ref. [17] and
are present as well among the three FCT symmetry Al–Al2 O3 composites presented here. For all three samples, plots of the applied
stress vs. average elastic lattice strain for the Al2 O3 (1 1 3) reﬂec-
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Fig. 5. Applied stress as a function of elastic lattice strain (bulk average values,
e11 parallel and e22 perpendicular to the applied stress) for F-Al composite using
Al2 O3 (1 1 3) reﬂection upon multiple loading-unloading cycles (marked 1–3). Failure occurred upon loading of the third cycle. Slopes are best ﬁt values for all
experimental data. The slopes for the Al2 O3 (1 1 3) reﬂection were determined as
best ﬁt of all experimental data. Three rule-of-mixture models (ROM-1, ROM-2 and
ROM-3) are also plotted for the 2 direction.

tion are shown in Figs. 5–7. Several other Al2 O3 reﬂections were
used to calculate lattice strains, but are not shown here, since
the above two reﬂections are representative of the bulk given the
nearly isotropic behavior, as discussed in detail in Ref. [17]. The ZrO2
phase behavior follows that of the Al2 O3 phase, the only difference
being that the slope for the ZrO2 phase is lower than that for the
Al2 O3 phase, as expected theoretically from the respective moduli for pure Al2 O3 (EAl2 O3 = 380 GPa [44]) and partially stabilized
ZrO2 (EZrO2 = 205 GPa [44]) as also discussed in detail in Ref. [17].
In Figs. 5–7, the lattice strains for the Al2 O3 phase become more
compressive (negative) in the loading direction (e11 ) and more tensile (positive) in the transverse direction (e22 ), as expected from the
uniaxial compressive load applied to the sample in the 1 direction
(Fig. 1). Varying amounts of residual strains at zero applied stress

Fig. 6. Applied stress as a function of elastic lattice strain (bulk average values, e11
parallel and e22 perpendicular to the applied stress) for F-7075 composite using the
Al2 O3 (1 1 3) reﬂection upon multiple loading-unloading cycles (marked 1–3). Slopes
are best ﬁt values for all experimental data. Three rule-of-mixture models (ROM-1,
ROM-2 and ROM-3) are also plotted for the 2 direction.
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Fig. 7. Applied stress as a function of elastic lattice strain (e11 parallel and e22 perpendicular to the applied stress) for a F-Al(R) using the Al2 O3 (1 1 3) reﬂection upon
loading. Spatially resolved measurements are along a ceramic rod (A: closed circles)
and along a metallic channel and a single “hairpin” connecting two rods (B: open
triangles). The lines are a linear ﬁt to the loading data.

are observed, and they are invariably tensile in the loading direction
and compressive in the transverse direction. Finally, no large-scale
damage can be deduced from the internal lattice strain measurements during cyclic loading (i.e., departure from a purely linear
behavior in Figs. 5–7), despite some damage visible on the surface
of composites F-Al and F-Al(R). The following sections discuss in
detail the behavior of the various composites during compression
testing and cyclic loading.

3.3.2. Bulk diffraction strain measurements
Sample F-Al with a density of 3.39 ± 0.005 g/cm3 (corresponding to a pure aluminum volume fraction of 50.16 ± 0.35%) and with
dimensions 5.26 mm × 5.31 mm × 9.85 mm was cyclically tested
to failure as follows: 0 → 80 → 33 MPa, 33 → 160 → 32 MPa, and
32 → 190 MPa, where failure occurred. As illustrated in Fig. 5, nearzero residual strains at zero applied stress are tensile in the loading
direction (13 ± 25 ) and compressive in the transverse direction
(−31 ± 12 ) for the Al2 O3 (1 1 3) reﬂection, which is similar to the
results for ST symmetry composites with pure aluminum [17]. Upon
cyclic elastic loading, the apparent elastic moduli for the Al2 O3
phase (corresponding to the experimentally measured slopes of the
stress–elastic strain curves of the Al2 O3 (1 1 3) reinforcement) are
163 GPa in the loading direction and 411 GPa in the transverse direction, and remain near constant as the maximum stress value of the
cycle increases.
Sample F-7075 with a density of 3.47 ± 0.004 g/cm3 (corresponding to a 7075 alloy volume fraction of 43.88 ± 0.35%) and
dimensions 5.22 mm × 5.28 mm × 10.06 mm, was cyclically tested
without failure as follows: 0 → 85 → 50 MPa, 50 → 165 → 50 MPa,
and 50 → 325 → 0 MPa. As illustrated in Fig. 6 and similar to results
from bulk measurements in ST symmetry composites with Al 7075
alloy [17], residual strains at zero applied stress are tensile in the
loading direction (327 ± 12 ) and compressive in the transverse
direction (−234 ± 23 ) for the Al2 O3 (1 1 3) reﬂection. Upon cyclic
elastic loading, the apparent elastic moduli of the Al2 O3 (1 1 3) reinforcement are 274 GPa in the loading direction and 475 GPa in the
transverse direction.
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3.3.3. Spatially resolved diffraction strain measurements
Sample F-Al(R) with a density of 3.42 ± 0.03 g/cm3 ,
corresponding to a pure aluminum volume fraction of
48.04 ± 1.97% and dimensions 4.49 mm × 4.52 mm × 9.82 mm,
was
compression
tested
to
failure
as
follows:
31 → 68 → 98 → 134 → 167 → 196 → 228 → 263 MPa, where failure
occurred. At each load increment of ∼30 MPa, spatially resolved
measurements were taken in two positions along an horizontal
ceramic rod (marked A in Figs. 1 and 3) and at a ceramic “hairpin”
connecting two rods (B in Figs. 1 and 3). The resulting applied
stress plotted as a function of the average elastic lattice strain
curve for the Al2 O3 (1 1 3) reﬂection is shown in Fig. 7.
Similar to bulk measurements and to the results for the spatially resolved measurements for an ST symmetry composite [17],
residual strains are present for both positions A and B. As described
in Ref. [17] for spatially resolved measurements of ST symmetry
composites, since no values are collected at zero applied load, the
values for residual strains are extrapolated based on the slope of
the best linear ﬁt of the low-stress region (0–31 MPa). For position
A (along a rod), the residual strains are tensile in the loading direction (20 ) and compressive in the transverse direction (−25 ).
For position B (“hairpin” only), the residual strains are compressive in the loading direction (−45 ) and tensile in the transverse
direction (60 ). Similar to the bulk average measurements, load
transfer is evident from the metal phase to the ceramic phase. In
this case, however, load transfer varies with position. In the ﬁrst
position B, where only an alumina “hairpin” (i.e., a single horizontal
strut) is examined, the apparent elastic moduli (412 and 652 GPa in
the loading and transverse directions, respectively) are lower than
in the second position A, along a row of struts and columns, where
the apparent elastic moduli are 287 and 442 GPa, respectively.
4. Discussion
4.1. Phase-contrast, edge-enhanced imaging
As seen in post-compression radiographic images for F-Al(R) in
Fig. 4A and B, fracture occurs predominantly across spans with the
plane of fracture parallel or nearly parallel to the loading direction
(1-axis) for FCT symmetry composites. Cracks seem to start at the
contact point between a column and a span (which are perpendicular to each other) and propagate across one of the spans to another
underlying column (which is also perpendicular to the fractured
span). As the composites are loaded in compression, the columns
experience a compressive force, while the spans experience both a
compressive force in the direction of loading and, in some cases, a
tensile force acting to prevent buckling of the columns. This fracture
mechanism has been observed previously in periodic mullite structures [45] and in periodic alumina structures [16] without a metallic
matrix. As suggested in Ref. [16], fracture is initiated by defects at
the junctions between the columns and spans. On a large-scale,
multiple fracture events like the ones described here occur from
the corners to the center of the composite, leading to macroscopic
failure of the composite as observed in Fig. 4A.
4.2. Bulk diffraction strain measurements
Similar to results for IPCs with ST symmetry [17], low residual
strains are observed in sample F-Al, while larger residual strains
are observed in sample F-7075. These residual strains are due to
the different heat treatments (i.e., F-Al was air cooled resulting
in much lower residual strains than those observed in the F-7075,
where the sample was water quenched according to the T6 heattreatment) and are discussed in detail in Ref. [17], where similar
residual strains were observed in IPCs with ST symmetry and similar processing methods. For bulk lattice strain measurements, the

apparent elastic moduli of the average bulk Al2 O3 (1 1 3) reinforcement phase for F-Al (163 GPa) and F-7075 composites (274 GPa) are
respectively 45 and 75% lower than the Young’s modulus for the
bulk Al2 O3 –5%ZrO2 phase (calculated as 365 GPa in Ref. [17] from
the Young’s moduli of pure Al2 O3 , EAl2 O3 = 380 GPa [44], and partially stabilized ZrO2 , EZrO2 = 205 GPa [44]). This decrease is a result
of load transfer from the less stiff metal phase to the stiffer ceramic
phase, which is discussed in detail in Ref. [17]. Besides the primary
load transfer from the metal phase to the ceramic phase, there is
also a secondary, though much less signiﬁcant, load transfer within
the ceramic phase occurring from the ZrO2 phase to the Al2 O3 phase
[17].
The apparent elastic moduli of sample F-7075 exhibited, within
experimental error, identical behavior to that of S-7075 in Ref. [17]
and will not be discussed in further detail. The apparent elastic
modulus of sample F-Al (163 GPa with 49.8 vol.% Al2 O3 ) is a factor of 0.67–0.77 lower than values here (274 GPa with 56.1 vol.%
Al2 O3 for F-7075) and of those previously reported (242 GPa for
S-Al with 50.0 vol.% Al2 O3 and 263 GPa for S-7075 with 56.7 vol.%
Al2 O3 [17]) for the Al2 O3 (1 1 3) reﬂection. It is unclear why this
sample exhibits a signiﬁcantly lower apparent elastic modulus and
this cannot be explained on the basis of the volume fraction of
Al2 O3 . It is possible that this particular FCT preform was damaged
after sintering and before metal inﬁltration, thus making the overall
composite weaker due to pre-cracking in the ceramic phase before
loading. It is also possible that the preform was not as completely
sintered as those of other samples, such that small gaps between
the overlapping rods may be present, a processing defect sometimes observed. Unlike other composites presented here and in Ref.
[17] where the value of the apparent elastic modulus remained constant within experimental error throughout cyclic loading, sample
F-Al shows an increasing value for the apparent elastic modulus as
a function of loading (Fig. 5). In the ﬁrst cycle, the apparent elastic
moduli of the Al2 O3 (1 1 3) reinforcement are 154 GPa in the loading direction and 367 GPa in the transverse direction. In the second
cycle, these moduli are 171 and 477 GPa, respectively. In the last
cycle before failure, they are 210 and 593 GPa, respectively. This
increase in apparent stiffness upon cyclic loading suggests that the
ceramic phase supports less stress as the composite becomes more
deformed, indicative of damage. Unlike composites presented in
Ref. [17] and here for F-7075 (with a ratio of the slopes equal to
0.57), the average stress state of the Al2 O3 phase is close to uniaxial compressive with the ratio of the slopes (apparent stiffness in
loading and transverse directions) equal to 0.39, which is close to
the Poisson’s ratios value of 0.33 [46] for pure Al2 O3 .
Overall, the ST symmetry composites from Ref. [17] have higher
strength than the FCT symmetry composites studied here: none of
the former ST composites failed at the maximum load, whereas only
one of the FCT symmetry composites did not fail and this sample
(F-7075) was alloyed with Al 7075 which is stiffer and stronger than
pure Al. This dichotomy is probably due to the improved strength of
the ST vertical load-bearing columns as compared the zigzagging
FCT columns in which tensile stress components are more likely
to develop, leading to earlier failure (since Al2 O3 is signiﬁcantly
weaker in tension than in compression [37]). However, the failure behavior may also be controlled by defects within the alumina
preforms, e.g., misalignment of rods near the sample edges.
4.3. Spatially resolved diffraction strain measurements
Sample F-Al(R) shows spatially resolved strain results which are
similar to those of sample S-Al(R), which is discussed in detail in
Ref. [17]. Although measurable residual strains (∼20–70 ) are
present, they are relatively small as compared to the fracture strains
of alumina. As for ST symmetry composites [17], load transfer varies
with position (Fig. 7). Position (A) exhibits a lower apparent elas-
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tic modulus and, therefore, a larger extent of load transfer than
position (B), where positions (A) and (B) correspond respectively to
a horizontal rod and a single “hairpin” connecting two rods.
Upon loading, position A (along a rod) experiences a larger
increase in compressive strain and at a maximum load of 228 MPa,
this compressive strain increases by approximately 124% in the
loading direction and 111% in the transverse direction more than
in position B (the “hairpin” between two columns). This behavior
is similar to ﬁber composites where longitudinal ﬁbers are significantly stronger than transverse ﬁbers under compressive loading.
However, in this case, the situation is more complicated since
horizontal rods include a combination of stacks of columns (longitudinal ﬁbers) and struts (transverse ﬁbers) and position (B) only
includes the “hairpin” (i.e., a single strut or a single transverse ﬁber)
between two rods.
Position A experiences both compressive and tensile stresses
during compressive loading. The columns experience compression
in the 1 direction, while the struts experience both compression
from loading and tension from the nearby columns in compression. Similarly, position B (the “hairpin” between two columns),
besides experiencing a compressive stress in the 1 direction, is also
experiencing a tensile stress in the 3 direction from the nearby
columns in compression (i.e., tension on the strut resulting from
these columns buckling away from each other thus pulling on the
connecting rod). Since there is more Al metal in this region, there
should be less strain on B due to load transfer from the Al metal
phase to the ceramic phase. As this region is being compressed, the
deforming Al metal is expected to transfer stresses to the neighboring columns, thus lowering the overall stress experienced by the
strut. As a result, position B experiences slightly lower compressive
stresses and strains, as measured in the 1 direction, than position
A along a column.

of 3D periodic Al2 O3 preforms with face-centered-tetragonal
(FCT) symmetry fabricated by direct-write assembly. X-ray phaseenhanced images were collected from ceramic preforms and preand post-compression tested Al2 O3 –Al composites, providing information on localized ceramic damage in the composite. X-ray
diffraction was used to measure, before compression testing, low
residual strains due to thermal mismatch. During uniaxial compression, the elastic strain in the ceramic phase increases linearly with
increasing applied stress and the ceramic phase becomes increasingly damaged. Simple rule-of-mixture models provide reasonable
approximations of the strains in the ceramic phase. Spatially
resolved measurements show that less overall strain is observed
in the ceramic “hairpins” (perpendicular to the applied load) than
in the “columns” parallel to the applied load, as expected. Comparisons are made with a previous study where similar Al2 O3 –Al
composites with simple-tetragonal (ST) symmetry were studied.

4.4. Load transfer modeling by rule-of-mixture calculations
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